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Fig.2 (a) Set Value (ysv) of EV (y).
Fig.2 (b) Set Value (ysv) of EV (y).
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Fig.4 (a) Non-control (λ=1.0)
Fig.4 (b) Non-control (λ=1.0)
Fig.5 (b) Non-control (λ=0.84)



















Table 2. Control parameters and simulation results.
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Fig.7 (b) PID control (with uncertainty)
Fig.7 (a) PID control (with uncertainty)
Fig.6 (b)  PID control.
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Fig.8 (a) History of u in Fig. 6 (a).
Fig.8 (b) History of u in Fig. 6 (b).
Fig.9 (a) History of u in Fig. 7 (a).













調整係数として （平均点を左右にシフト）， （左右への拡がり）， （頂
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Fig.10 Normal distribution function.
Fig.11 Non-Control with Fig.10.
Fig.12 Non-Control with Fig.10 (with uncertainty).
41
Fig.13 (a) NDF control.
Fig.13 (b) NDF control.
Fig.14 (a) NDF control (whth unceratinty).
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Fig.15 (a) History of u in Fig.13 (a).
Fig.15 (b) History of u in Fig.13 (b).
Fig.16 (a) History of u in Fig.14 (a).






















Set Value Control logic without uncertainty with uncertainty
=600,000
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49電気自動車のインフラモデルにおける補助金のフィードバック制御
Feedback Control of the Subsidy Adjustment in the
Infrastructure Model of Electric Vehicle
Noriaki SAKAMOTO
《Abstract》
This paper deals with the feedback-control for the subsidy policy about the 
purchase of the electric vehicle (EV) and the business model of the charging 
stands. The controlled model has three characteristics: (1) A public institution 
builds the charge stands. (2) The break-even point of charging stations will be 
calculated for the running costs and maintenance costs. (3) The targeted value (Set 
Value) that EV should spread is given. However, the model has the uncertainties of 
the parameter, and a change by the influence of the economy and so on. Therefore, 
it is necessary to apply the robust control logic that overcomes the uncertainties of 
the model.
This paper proposes that the practice of the subsidy policy is regulated by 
feedback control. PID control is applied at the first as control logic. However, if 
the set value is changed, then three parameters of PID control must be readjusted. 
In order to solve this drawback, a new control logic NDF (Normal Distribution 
Function) control is applied. The simulation results show the effectiveness of these 
PID and NDF control for the uncertainties of the model. According to the 
proposed method, it is shown that it may be possible to reduce subsidies.
